Announcing a continuing opportunity for LSU students:

READING GROUP IN PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS, AND ECONOMICS

“Philosophy, Politics, and Economics” form a cluster of fields well-known from an Oxford degree with that name and increasingly popular in the United States. We invite LSU students to join a student-led reading group on books that are central to the PPE tradition—we’ll supply the books (free of charge!), you agree to read and discuss. Reading groups culminate in our spring conference, “Realism and Idealism,” April 5-6, 2019, featuring Notre Dame’s Catherine Zuckert.

Attend our first meeting of the semester:

- Tuesday, January 15, 4:30 pm—Voegelin Reading Room, 216 Stubbs Hall [read Utopia, book one, or just come!]

or contact James Stoner, poston@lsu.edu / 225-578-2538 / 214 Stubbs

Books for Spring 2019
More, Utopia
Machiavelli, Prince
[one more, to be selected]

“The real community of man, in the midst of all the self-contradictory simulacra of community, is the community of those who seek the truth, of the potential knowers, that is, in principle, of all men to the extent they desire to know.”

—Allan Bloom